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4 Drum Square Spill Pallet Ramp,
EcoPolyBlend™, Recycled Polyethylene, Black -

28688

Product Images

Short Description

Simplify the process of loading and unloading heavy drums on square spill pallets
EcoPolyBlend™ Black is 100% recycled polyethylene
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Load bearing capacity of 1000 lb (454 kg)
Service temperature range of -30°F to 120°F (-39°C to 49°C)
Recycled content saves on oil, electricity, and landfill space

Description

The Justrite Ramp for 4-Drum Square EcoPolyBlend Spill Control Pallets (black - model 28688) clips securely
onto pallets, offering convenience when loading and unloading heavy drums.

Each ramp measures 10.25 in H x 49 in W x 33 in D x 33 in L (260 mm H x 1245 mm W x 838 mm L) and has a
safe allowable uniform distributed load of 1000 lb (454 kg) based on a service temperature range of -30°F to
120°F (-39°C to 49°C). For everyday material handling, this pallet ramp makes positioning drums easy. It helps
make drum storage portable to better control spills and reduce mishaps, allowing for safer storage anywhere
drums are needed to be held.

Use with models 28635, 28634, 28637, and 28636.

Why do you need it?

Using spill control pallets is important to mitigate leakage and spillage from drums — but if you are unable to
easily load drums on the pallets, it can result in additional spills. Justrite ramps allow for easy access to move
drums on and off pallets without risking spills from loading or unloading contents. Aside from the
convenience and added safety they provide, these eco-friendly ramps are made from 100% recycled
polyethylene. This makes them an ideal addition to not only improve health and safety needs, but also your
environmental impact.

Ramps improve safety by decreasing minor worker injuries , especially those involving toes. They make it
easier to move drums from low levels that people often opt to move by hand, ultimately resulting in sloshing
spills or tipped drums. Easing the level of difficulty lowers the risk involved with moving drums filled with
hazardous liquids.
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Specifications

Model No 28688

UPC 697841059795

International Model No. 28688

Color Black

Material Specifications Recycled Polyethylene

UL Environmental Approval Yes

Percent Recycled 100

Load Bearing Capacity, lbs 1000

Load Bearing Capacity, kg 454

Dimensions, Exterior 10.25" H x 49" W x 33" D x 33" L

260mm H x 1245mm W x 838mm D x 838mm L

Net Weight, lbs 40.0

Net Weight, kg 18.1


